NOTIFICATION OF MINOR, NON-SUBSTANTIVE CORRECTION

April 28, 2021

To: Adrienne Sandoval, Oil Conservation Commission Chair
c/o Florene Davidson, Executive Administrator

From: Matthew Ortiz, Administrative Law Division
by designation for the State Records Administrator


Pursuant to the authority granted under State Rules Act, Subsection D of Section 14-4-3 NMSA and pursuant to 1.24.10.17 NMAC, please note that the Transmittal Form for the above amendment filing is incorrect. In the Amendment’s NMAC citation text box, it should read: “Sections 1, 8, and 24 – 44” and not “Sections 1, 8, 24, 25 and 26”.

A copy of this Notice of Errata Rule Filing will be filed with the official version of above rule.